SECTION 1
Total time-l hour
Questions 1-12. Care{ully read the following passage and answer the accompanying
questions. Tbe passage is an excerpt fiom a essay that appeared in a 2}th-century book
on uiolence in America.

On September 26, 1872, three mounted men rode up to the gate of the
Kansas Ciry Fair, which was enjoying a huge crowd of perhaps 10,000 people. The bandits shot at the ticket seller, hit a small girl in the leg, and made
Line off for the woods with something less than a thousand dollars. It was high(5) handed, and it endangered the lives of a whole host of holiday-minded people for comparatively little reward.
-What

makes the robbery and the violence notable is not the crime itself

but the way it was reported in the Kansas City Times by one John N.
Edwards. In his front-page story he branded the robbery "so diabolically
(10) daring and so utterly in contempt of fear that we are bound to admire it
and revere its perpetrators."

Two days later the outlaws were being coppared by the Times with
knights of King Arthurt Round Table:

"It was as though three bandits had come to us from storied Odenwald,
(15) with the halo of medieval chivalry upon their garments and shown us how
the things were done that poets sing of. Nowhere else in the United States
or in the civilized world, probably, could this thing have been done."
Quite likely this deed was perpetrated by the James brothers: Jesse and
Frank, and a confederate. The details really do not matter. -What pertains is
(20) the attitude of the innocent toward the uncertainly identified guilty. The
act had been perpetrated by violent, lawless men. If the Times is any indication, a respectable section of people approved of their action. No one, of
course, thought to ask the little girl with the shattered leg how she felt
about such courage. Nearly 17 months later, Edwards was quoted in the St.
(25) Lottis Dispatch as preferring the'Western highwayman to the Eastern, for
"he has more qualities that attract admiration and win respect . . . . This
comes from locality . . . which breeds strong, hardy men-men who risk
much, who have friends in high places, and who go riding over the land,
taking all chances that come in the way." The purpose here is not to bela(301 bor one reasonably anonymous newspaperman of nearly a century ago, but
merely to point up a fact-and a problem-of the American frontier.

The frontier placed a premium on independent action and individual
reliance. The whole history of the American frontier is a narrative of taking

(35)

what was there to be taken. The timid never gathered riches, the polite
nearly never. The men who first carved the wilderness into land claims and
town lots were the men who moved in the face of dangers, gathering as they'
progressed. The emphasis naturally came to be placed on gathering and not
on procedures. Great tales of gigantic attainments abound in rhis frontier
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story; equally adventurous tales of creative plundering mark the march
(40) from Jamestown to the Pacific. It was a period peopled by giants, rowers of
audaciry with insatiable appetites. The heroes are not the men of moderate
attitudes, not the town planners and commercial builders, not the farmers
nor the ministers nor the teachers. The heroes of the period, handed along
to us with all the luster of a golden baton, are the mighry runners from Mt.
(45) Olympus who ran without looking back, without concern about social values or anywhere they might be going except onward.

\7e revere these heroes because they were men of vast imagination and
daring. \(e have also inherited their blindness and their excesses.

1. It can be inferred that the speaker knows the facts about the incident in
Kansas

City on September 26, 1872

because he

(A) was an eyewitness to the events described.
(B) happened to be a visitor to the fair.
(C) interviewed the ticket seller.
(D) read about it in a newspaper.
(E) was related to the girl who got shot.

2.

In which of the following ways does the sentence that start.s "It was
highhanded . . ." (line 5) differ from the other sentences in the paragraph?

I. It is a compound sentence.
II. It exprerr., th. opinion of the speaker.
ilI. It employs alliterative language.
(A) I only
(B) III only
(C) I and II only
(D) II and III only
(E) I, II, and III

3.

In line 8 "the way it was reported" refers to

(A) the appearance of the story on the front page.
(B) John N. Edwards' qualifications to write the story.
(C) the reporter's praise of the bandits.
(D) the flowery language used by the reporter.
(E) the matter-of-fact tone in which the story was written.

4.

In lines 8-17, the speakert attitude toward John N. Edwards and his
newspaper can best be described as one of

(A) outright scorn.
(B) profound disillusion.
(C) extreme hatred.
(D) honest skepticism.

(E) exaggerated uneasiness.

Diagnostic
5

\X4rich of the following rhetorical devices is most

in evidence in lines r2-r7?

(A) en inspiring myth
(B) An extended analogy
(C) A parable
(D) A caricarure
(E) An annotation
6.

\fhich of the following

best describes rhe rhetorical effect of the senrence

beginning "Quite likely . . ." (line

(A)
(B)
(Cl
(D)
(E)

7.

18)?

fo

restate the main idea of the passage
To reinforce a theory stated earlier in the passage
fo shift the focus of the passage ro an enrirely new topic
To emphasize the foolishness of the preceding quotarion
% endorse the position taken by the Kansas City newspaper

The phrase "such courage" (line 24) can best be described

as

an example of

(A) a subrle use of irony
(B) a metaphorical allusion
(C) a witty analogy
(D) a paradox
(E) an oxymoron
8.

In the contexr of the passage, the word "innocenr" (line 20) can be
interpreted ro mean all of the following EXCEPT
(A) gullible people.
(B) those who cannot make up their minds.
(C) individuals who dont know right from wrong.
(D) uncritical readers.
(E) simple-mindedpeople.

c)

The quotation from the St. Louis newspaper (lines 26-29) serves the
authort purposes in which of the following ways?

(A) k
(B) k

makes a case for more accvracy in newspaper writing.
makes clear the author's intention to desroy Edwards' career as a

reporter.

(C) It further illustrates the thinking of manyAmericans.
(D) It reinforces the authort view expressed earlier rhat the bandits

were

"violent" and "lawless."
(E) It provides a generalization on which the author will comment in the next
paragraph.
10.

The author mentions "creative plundering" (line 39)
of the following?

as

an example of which

(A) Dividing up land for private properry
(B) Earning fortunes on the frontier
(C) Ignoring dangers to life and limb
(D) "independent acrion and individual reliance" (lines 32-33)
(E) "taking what there was ro be taken" (lines 33-34)
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11. The conclusions drawn in the last paragraph (lines 47-48) contribute to the
unity of the passage in which of the following ways?

(A) They reiterate a similar idea stated early in the passage'
(B) They justify the lawlessness that dominated the frontier'
(C) They i"dLt. the similariry between frontier people and the knights of
King Arthur.
Tht explain why the bandits in Kansas city were admired instead of
condemned.
(E) They mock the values of the frontier just as the author has mocked John

(D)

N.

Edwards.

12. fu described in the Passage, the bandits, the Knights of the Round Table,
and the people of the frontier all share which of the following?

(A) A concern for upholding their reputations
(B) An intense commitment to strive for their goals
(C) Uncertainry about their position in sociery
(D) A sentimental attachment to the Past
(E) A reckless disregard of the truth
following passage and answer the accompanying
Questions 13-23. Carefully read the
qir.rtionr. This passage is a speech deliaered in 1873 by the renowned social reformer and
aduocate

for

women3 suffiago Susan B. Anthonry.

Friends and fellow citizens:

I stand before you tonight under indictment for the alleged crime of having voted in the last presidential election, without having a lawful right to
Line ,roie. It shall be my work this evening to prove to you that in thus voting,
(5) I not only committed no crime, but, instead, simply exercised my citizenls
rights, guaranteed to me and all United States citizens by the National
Constitution, beyond the power of any State to deny. . . . The preamble of
the Federal Constitution saYs:
"\7e, the people of the United States, in order to form a more perfect
(10) union, est"biirh l,rstice, insure domestic tranquilliry, provide for the common defense, promore the general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty ro o.rrr.lrr., and ou, posterity, do ordain and establish this
Constitution for the United States of America'"
It was we, the people; not we, the white male citizens; nor yet we' the
we
e5) male citizenr; b.ri*e, th. whole people, who formed the Union. And the
formed it, not to give the blessings of liberry, but to secure them; not
,h. half of our posterity, but to the whole peoplehalf of ourselves
"ttd And it is downright mockery to talk to women of
women as well as men.
their enjoyment of the blessings of liberry while they are denied the use of
(20) the only means of securing them provided by this democratic-republican
government-the ballot'

